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What is A-State Doing to Create a Safe Working
Environment for Employees?

• A-State is following the guidelines as established by the Arkansas Department of Health and the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention.

• Implementing a phased return to work approach, which is in line with the governor’s directive for state employees.
• Employees are receiving appropriate PPE training upon return to work.
• Issuing one (1) washable cloth face covering to all students, staff and faculty, and the use of face coverings is required while on 
campus. 

• Requiring all employees to complete a daily self-check upon arrival to work.  This information is monitored by the health 
liaison for the Emergency Operations Plan.  If an individual responds yes to any question, they must leave work immediately 
and will obtain guidance from the health liaison.

• Implementing enhanced cleaning and disinfection protocols across campus.
• Evaluating public spaces and offices to create a safe work environment prior to the return of all students, staff and faculty.
• In accordance with state guidelines, the university has installed signage on all exterior doors and installed other 
communications to encourage all visitors and members of our community to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by 
practicing good hygiene, social distancing and and the use of face coverings is required while on campus.

Phases
Arkansas State University’s Return to Learn will follow a three-phase approach guided by the State of Arkansas. No employee 
should return to campus until they are notified by the appropriate department head and only after approval by the EOC 
representative in Human Resources. 

Phase 1
Critical Personnel Only, the following return to campus.
• Individuals who are necessary to be on-campus to perform critical functions associated with university operations whose tasks 
cannot be completed remotely. 

Phase 2
Individuals who are critical and those who are working remotely, with the exception of those identified as high risk and who 
have sought a reasonable accommodation.
• All employees who are sick shall stay home. 
• Employees must complete a self-check health questionnaire immediately upon arriving to the work location. An employee 
who does not pass any screening protocol will not be permitted to work on-site. 

• Any employee who tests positive for COVID-19 shall immediately contact the Human Resources Department. The Human 
Resources Director will report this information to the Arkansas Department of Health Outbreak Response Team immediately. 

• All employees are required to wear a face covering that covers their nose and mouth.
• When indoors, maintain a physical distance of at least six feet between individuals. 
• No in-person meetings of more than 50 people. 

Phase 3
Returns all faculty and staff including those who were previously granted a reasonable accommodation.
• All employees who are sick shall stay home. 
• Any employee who tests positive for COVID-19 shall immediately contact the Human Resources Department. The Human 
Resources Director will report this information to the Arkansas Department of Health Outbreak Response Team immediately. 

• All employees are encouraged to wear a face mask or face covering at work that completely covers their nose and mouth if they 
are within six feet of other individuals. 

• No restriction on meetings. 
• No public health restrictions on travel.
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Brief Overview on COVID-19

Common symptoms:
• Cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• Fever (>100.4 degrees)
• Chills
• Muscle pain/body aches
• Sore throat
• Fatigue
• Diarrhea
• New onset of loss of taste or smell (without a stuffy nose)

This list does not include all possible symptoms. Other less common symptoms have been reported, including 
gastrointestinal symptoms like nausea or vomiting. For the most up-to-date information on COVID-19 symptoms, check the 
CDC’s website: www.cdc.gov. By coming to campus, an employee is acknowledging that they do not have signs/symptoms of 
COVID-19.

If you think that you may be contagious, have been in contact with someone who was known to have coronavirus, or have 
traveled to an area with a known outbreak, call your health provider in advance. Please do not show up at a clinic, urgent care 
or other health facility without calling first. Your provider will need to take special measures to protect other people in the 
clinic.

A student should immediately notify the Student Health Center at 870-972-2054 during this time frame.  If you are 
experiencing symptoms do not report to the health clinic unless you have been directed to do so.  Please call the Student 
Health Center and receive specific direction.

What to do if symptoms develop:
If any symptoms develop, you must:
• Stay home. (Do not report to work if you are sick; if you become ill while at work, go home immediately.) Faculty and staff 
can use accrued leave for this purpose or may be entitled to Expanded Paid Sick Leave (EPSL) or expanded leave from A-State 
for COVID-19.

• Immediately inform the Human Resources Department.

What if I test positive for COVID-19?
If an individual receives a notification of a positive test:
• Any employee who tests positive for COVID-19 shall immediately contact the Human Resources Department. The Human 
Resources Director will report this information to the Arkansas Department of Health Outbreak Response Team immediately. 

• A student should immediately notify the Student Health Center at 870-927-2054.

Human Resources is required to contact the Arkansas Department of Health for all positive cases.  
Employees who test positive or receive a clinical diagnosis for COVID-19 should leave campus immediately and not return 
to campus until they receive authorization from the Arkansas Department of Health or treating physician.  Employees must 
provide, to Human Resources, a copy of the release to return to work.  

Testing and contact tracing:
The university will collaborate with the NYIT College of Osteopathic Medicine on providing on-campus testing of 
symptomatic A-State students and employees this fall.  A-State also partnering with NYIT for contact tracing.  Contact tracing 
is a strategy in which public health officials work with a patient to help them recall everyone with whom they have had close 
contact during the timeframe while they may have been infectious.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
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Campus-wide Safety Precautions

General safety practices:
• In accordance with the governor’s directive for all individuals, all A-State employees are required 
to wear a cloth face covering on campus during Phase I and Phase II to minimize the potential for 
COVID-19 virus spread.   

• Wash your hands often with soap for at least 20 seconds – use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer (at 
least 60% alcohol) if soap and water are not available.

• Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands.
• Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw the tissue in the trash.
• Stay home if you are sick.
• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
• Avoid sharing common office supplies such as pens and notebooks.
• Develop sanitizing procedures for work areas with commonly used or shared equipment, tools, 
computers, copiers, etc.

Physical distancing:
• Maintain at least a six-foot distance from others. A good rule of thumb is about two arm’s lengths 
away from you.

• Follow any signage that directs you where to stand or areas to avoid.
• Remember, until Phase 3, all common areas remain closed or may have limited usage.  Avoid 
gathering in groups in common areas in buildings.

• Continue to limit large group meetings –utilize distance communication tools like WebEx or Zoom.
• During Phase 2, limit group meetings to 50 or less and utilize distance communication tools when 
feasible. 

• Utilize sign reminders to practice social distancing in shared areas.

Cleaning of work areas:
While A-State’s Facilities Management team will support enhanced cleaning of university facilities, 
to maintain the highest level of personal hygiene, we are depending on each individual employee to 
utilize wipes and other sanitizer products provided by Facilities Management to keep common surfaces 
(keyboards, phone, mice, desktops, reception counters) clean.  In areas like labs and other shared 
device areas, we ask students, faculty, and staff to wipe down the space and equipment before use.

Vulnerable populations:
The CDC and ADH both identify specific groups that are vulnerable populations – those over 
65 years of age and those with pre-existing conditions such as diabetes, heart disease, asthma/
lung conditions, obesity, and clotting factor issues.  If you fall into one of these categories and wish 
to request a reasonable accommodation, contact Human Resources.  As you are asked to follow 
guidelines in this plan – such as physical distancing and masks – please remember these measures are 
in place to protect those most vulnerable to the virus.

6 FT
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Face Coverings and Masks

In the best interest of the health and safety of our community, Arkansas State University has adopted a requirement all A-State 
employees and students to wear, through a cloth face covering (or where approved face shield) on campus to minimize the 
potential for COVID-19 virus spread.  This aligns with the Governor’s mandate for mask usage and is based on guidance from 
the Arkansas Department of Health and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  Instructors in the classroom, 
may opt for a face shield as circumstances require.
 
If an employee has a particular health-related need, they should contact Human Resources for an exemption from usage of 
a face covering. This includes all public spaces and spaces used by multiple people. Arkansas State University will provide 
all employees with one (1) washable, reusable cloth mask.  Students are required to use face coverings in classrooms, while 
entering and exiting classrooms and buildings, and any place where physical distancing of six feet is not possible.

How to use a face mask or face covering:
• Wash your hands before putting on your face covering.
• Put it over your nose and mouth and secure it under your chin.
• Try to fit it snugly against the sides of your face.
• Make sure you can breathe easily.
• Keep the covering on your face the entire time you are around others.
• Don’t put the covering around your neck or up on your forehead.
• Don’t touch the face covering and, if you do, wash your hands.

How to take off your face covering:
• Untie the strings behind your head or stretch the ear loops.
• Handle only by the ear loops or ties.
• Fold outside corners together.
• Place covering in the washing machine.
• Be careful not to touch your eyes, nose, and mouth when removing and wash hands 
immediately after removing.

Care for face coverings:
• Cloth face coverings should be washed after each use.
• Include your face covering with your regular laundry.
• Use regular detergent and the warmest appropriate water setting for the cloth used to make 
the face covering.
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Face Coverings and Masks Continued

While many interchange the terms face covering, mask and PPE (personal protective equipment), they are very different, and 
serve different functions.  All units at Arkansas State are required to coordinate purchases of any of the following types of 
equipment through Facilities Management.

Cloth Face Coverings – Both commercial and homemade, they are designed to be re-usable and washable. The goal is to 
contain the wearer’s own emissions.  The preference is for mask styles that cover the mouth and nose, are breathable, and are 
multiple layered material.  Thinner bandana or gaiter-style covering is not preferred.

Disposable Masks – While they may appear similar to surgical grade, they are commercially manufactured and for one-time 
use (disposable).  They serve the same function as a cloth face covering.  These items should be maintained and provided to 
visitors who enter university facilities.

Either type of face covering – cloth or disposable – is required while in common spaces at Arkansas State 
University, classrooms, public areas, and work/research areas that are not isolated to a single occupant.

Medical-Grade Surgical Masks – These are FDA-approved to protect the wearer from large droplets as well as contain the 
wearer’s respiratory emissions.

N95 Respirator – Used in hospital, clinical or research settings, they are designed to provide effective protection from airborne 
particles and must be fit-tested to the individual user. These masks are for healthcare workers and other approved individuals 
who are in specific tasks.  Approval for usage on N95 units requires proper fit testing and sign off from Office of Environmental 
Health.

Understanding Types and Uses of Face Coverings and Masks
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Return to Learn

Within the university’s overall return to work plan for employees, A-State has additional plans focused 
on continuing on-campus instruction for the Spring 2021 semester known as Return to Learn.

Basic overview
Our Return to Learn plan begins with an inclusive approach that we believe is the best way to plan 
for the spring. On May 5, we announced to the A-State campus the creation of seven COVID-19 
continuity task forces. The Chancellor’s Cabinet will serve as the ad hoc A-State Continuity Advisory 
Committee (ACAC). Cabinet members will develop and lead their task forces, which have been 
charged with making recommendations to the ACAC, which will in turn, make recommendations to 
the Chancellor. The continuity task forces are as follows:

• Continuity of Teaching, Learning, and Discovery: Dr. Alan Utter
• Business and Employee Wellness Continuity: Dr. Len Frey
• Student Wellness and Residence Life Continuity: Dr. Martha Spack
• Alternative Modes of Instruction Expansion: Dr. Thilla Sivakumaran
• Community Engagement Continuity: Dr. Maurice Gipson & Dr. Erika Chudy 
• Continuity of Enrollment Management: Dr. Bryan Terry
• Continuity of Intercollegiate Athletics: Terry Mohajir

In compliance with the university’s Emergency Operations Plan, the recommendations of the ACAC 
will be integrated into the ongoing work of the university’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 
which guides and directs the institution’s response.
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Task Force: Teaching, Learning and Discovery
Among the first steps of the Return to Learn initiative was the distribution of four classroom instructional 
goals from Provost Alan Utter’s Continuity of Teaching, Learning, and Discovery task force, and the 
recommendations of faculty and instructors related to classroom procedures.  The three recommendations 
were previously released by the Chancellor’s Office, and are listed below:

Recommendation #1:  Preparing for Flexible Mode of Delivery
While it is our plan to conduct on-campus, face-to-face classes during the Spring 2021 semester, faculty who 
are scheduled to teach face-to-face courses should prepare for the possibility that their course(s) may need 
to be delivered in a hybrid, web-assisted format to accommodate physical distancing requirements. This 
recommendation is based on all current guidance from government agencies (CDC & ADH) as well as best 
practices recommended by the American College Health Association (ACHA).  Regardless of the ratio of 
face-to-face to online instruction, an appropriate mix of both in-class instruction and online instruction may 
be needed to achieve the physical distance requirements of students and faculty based on today’s guidelines.  
To allow the proper amount of time for hybrid material development, we recommend faculty begin work 
immediately. During the COVID-19 era, the hybrid, web-assisted format is defined as a combination of 
face-to-face and online instruction (synchronous or asynchronous).  Additionally, during the face-to-face 
instruction time, faculty must adhere to the physical distancing occupancy of the assigned room. The physical 
distance occupancy (PDO) for each instructional space will be made available to the dean, department chair, 
and individual faculty to determine PDO compliance. 

Recommendation #2:  Special Needs for Laboratories, Hands-on Activities and/or Clinical Experiences
Faculty who are scheduled to teach face-to-face courses in the Spring 2021 semester that include laboratories, 
hands-on activities, and/or clinical experiences should prepare to deliver these courses while adhering to 
the physical distance occupancy of the assigned room. Faculty and students will be asked to participate in 
necessary procedures to limit the spread of coronavirus, including usage of face coverings and wipe down of 
surfaces and equipment after usage. If possible, the faculty can also decide to deliver these courses in a hybrid, 
web-assisted format.

Recommendation #3:  Plan for Peak of COVID-19
A vital secondary function of the first recommendation is to assist faculty members’ preparation to deliver 
their face-to-face courses in a remote (100% online) format at any time throughout the Spring 2021 semester 
in the case of an increase in localized infections and/or students who are considered at high-risk.  This also 
prepares courses if instructors are unable to attend classes for a period of time due to exposure or infection.

Return to Learn Continued
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Return to Learn Continued

Faculty Recommended Protective Measures in the Classroom
Faculty and students must wear appropriate face coverings (e.g., mask or face shield) when entering and exiting academic 
buildings. This includes the library, museum, and other venues where academic classes are taught.  Faculty and students must 
practice social distancing AND wear appropriate face coverings when transitioning between classes and when entering and 
exiting classrooms.

During class, students must wear appropriate face coverings for the duration of a class period.  Physical contact in the 
classroom should be discouraged or prohibited without consent from the EOC.  If an assignment requires students to be in 
physical contact (touching each other), then a plan should be submitted regarding how the students will be protected in this 
instance.  Students and faculty members are asked to properly sanitize all surfaces used, upon entering the classroom.

Instructors may request students to leave the classroom if the student fails to comply with wearing some form of appropriate 
face covering. Instructors are NOT required to wear masks during their lecture, but must wear a face shield or practice physical 
distancing. The university shall provide face shields for instructors and the necessary items for sanitizing classroom spaces.

Faculty must wear face coverings when attending meetings or other events where physical distancing rules cannot be followed.  
This also includes office hours or other instructional meetings outside of the traditional classroom.

Students who experience COVID-19 symptoms or a fever exceeding 100.4 degrees should avoid returning to the classroom 
and seek medical advice from the student health center. 
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Student Support and Accommodation
Students who prefer online classes due to COVID concerns: Advisors will assist students in enrolling in online course 
offerings wherever possible. In these cases, faculty are not required but may elect to offer a remote learning option.

Students who need accommodation due to high-risk heath concerns: Access and Accommodation Services (A&AS) will 
inform faculty via email following their customary practice for any student in need of classroom accommodations. A&AS will 
work with the student and the faculty member to explore possible accommodations, which may include rescheduling certain 
class activities, such as labs, for that student, extra social distancing in classrooms, extra PPE, or providing remote learning 
options. The use of AOS companion courses may be an option in some cases.  

Students who have symptoms of/test positive for/or are exposed to COVID and can continue their studies
remotely while in quarantine:

• Student should submit the campus self-reporting form at: AState.edu/COVIDSelfReport
• Faculty will be alerted via email of students’ absenteeism and their approved date of return.
• A daily report will be sent to Jill Simons in Academic Affairs listing students that are in isolation or quarantine and the 

date that the student ends quarantine or isolation.
• If a faculty member has concerns about a student that they have not received official notice of quarantine or isolation 

from AAR, the faculty member will contact Dr. Simons who will reach out to Sara Walker for verification.
• Faculty will work with students on a case-by-case basis to develop the best remote learning arrangement.  In most cases, 

faculty should already have alternative plans in place for a quick pivot to online learning or a hybrid model in place. 
• Students will also receive an email providing tips for working remotely during quarantine.
• NOTE: The Contact Tracing Team will vet all student situations and will inform faculty or students if they are at risk for 

exposure.  Faculty should not  notify students when alerted about a possible positive case in their class.

Students who become sick due to COVID: At times, students will become too sick to work remotely or otherwise. Faculty 
will work with students following their usual process for missed courses. Due to the unique circumstances presented by 
COVID-19, faculty will be expected to allow flexibility, where possible, in these situations. However, in some cases, students 
may need to withdraw from the course or a grade of “I” may be issued. NOTE: Learning Support Services may be an option 
for students in need of a learning coach.

Return to Learn Continued

https://redcap-nyit.astate.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=YWDW9KCR9A
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Return to Learn Continued

COVID-19 University Syllabus Statement
Spring 2021

The following statement and software recommendations related to COVID-19 preparations was adopted by the task force for use 
by all instructors in their syllabus for Spring 2021.

Arkansas State University has made every effort to provide a safe and comfortable learning environment for our return to in-
person instruction during the Spring 2021 semester. The University is following the most up-to-date guidelines set forth by the 
Arkansas Department of Health and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Given the uncertainty surrounding the continuing threat from the COVID-19 pandemic, we acknowledge there is potential 
for the interruption of in-person instruction during the course of this semester. While it is the goal of the institution to offer 
traditionally face-to-face classes, the social distancing measures arising out of the COVID-19 pandemic have caused many of 
the classes to be offered in a hybrid format this semester (i.e. a combination of face-to-face and remote modes of delivery). 
This means nearly every course offered will have a component where internet access is essential to course success. Students are 
strongly encouraged to secure WiFi access they can use for the semester either on or off campus. The purpose for this strategy 
is to protect our students, faculty, and staff while adhering to physical distancing recommendations from public health officials 
while accomplishing the course learning objectives. 

If the university transitions to all-online instruction, campus housing will remain available for students who do not have a safe 
place to move or who do not have access to the internet elsewhere. Students who leave campus will need to ensure that they 
have reliable access to the internet to continue their course work. Web cameras may also be required by instructors to facilitate 
remote instruction (please see technology recommendations section). University officials will provide students with as much 
advanced notice and information as possible if the transition to all-online instruction becomes necessary. 

Please remember, all official notifications are made through your official A-State email account, the university website, 
and Blackboard Learn. You are responsible for checking your university email to ensure you receive the latest updates 
regarding this course.
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COVID-19 University Technology Recommendations for Students
Technology (hardware and software) and internet access will be key to course success in Spring 2021. Please check the 
following list to be certain you have the technology needed to be successful in your courses.  

1. Internet Access — You should make arrangements to have access to the Internet, preferably high-speed Internet, 
for the duration of this course. A wired, high-speed, Internet connections (ethernet cable), is highly recommended 
especially when taking a test.

2. Computer Operating Systems:
 • For PCs: Windows 8+
 • For MACs: OS 10.13+
 • For Cellular Phones: iOS or Android

3. iOS Devices — Any of these options should work; however, completing most course assignments will need
  a computer:

 • iPhone 6s or later, iPad Air 2 or later

4. Android Devices — Any of these options should work; however, completing most course assignments will need
  a computer:

 • Samsung Galaxy (S9+, Note 9+), Google Pixel (3A+), OnePlus (7T+)

5. Software — You will be the most successful in this course if you have access to a computer with the following
   software installed:

 • Microsoft Office – Excel, Power Point and Word. A-State has secured for you access to the latest MS Office software 
for both Mac and PC users. For more information, please visit the software download page where you will find other 
tools needed to be successful in this course.

 • Students are welcome to use Mac Applications such as Keynote, Numbers, and Pages, but please plan to convert 
these documents to the Microsoft file types prior to assignment submission. This course technology requirement also 
applies to Google Slides, Sheets, and Docs.

 • Browsers, Plug-ins, Players and Viewers — To take full advantage of all the features in this course, be sure you have 
the right technology at your fingertips. This includes

   • Blackboard-supported browser - Firefox 60+, Chrome 74+, and Safari 12+ (Internet Explorer is no longer  
    supported) are compatible with the current version of Blackboard.

   • Acrobat Reader

   • It is recommend running the Blackboard Browser Check to verify installed plug-ins on your computer

6. Additional Computer Hardware—Web camera, microphone, and speakers (can be internal hardware already available  
 on your computer)

Return to Learn Continued

http://www.astate.edu/a/its/software-downloads/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
https://help.blackboard.com/Learn/Student/Getting_Started/Browser_Support/Browser_Checker
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Return to Learn Continued

Organizing Principles for Creating Research and Creative Activities
Specific to research work conducted at Arkansas State during the current coronavirus pandemic:

• Follow all CDC guidelines on coronavirus: www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
• All campus procedures apply to research including daily self-wellness check.
• Additional information for all students and employees can be found on A-State’s Novel Coronavirus webpage: 
 www.astate.edu/safety/novel-coronavirus/
• All current safety protocols not related to COVID-19 remain in effect.
• Researchers should be aware of any restrictions required by funding and regulatory agencies (e.g. NSF, NIH, USDA, 

USFWS, etc.).
• All research that does not involve groups of two or more individuals and research that can be accomplished using virtual 

platforms should proceed without restrictions.
• In public areas, all touch areas within research areas should be disinfected prior to research occurring and after the 

research has concluded.
• If work is strenuous, a face shield may be used as face coverings may impede breathing during higher levels of physical 

activity.
• College deans should consider establishing a mechanism that allows researchers to reserving shared space, if such 

procedures are not already in place.
Groups:

• Hand washing should occur prior to research sessions and regularly throughout the session as appropriate, and avoid 
touching your face.

• Commonly touched objects and surfaces should be disinfected regularly.
• Research and related activities of groups up to 10 that can maintain at least six feet distance (physical distance) between 

individuals and are conducted in a space that is at least 100 square feet per person are permitted but it is advised to avoid 
such gathers for more than two hours. Group research that does not meet these conditions must be approved by college 
dean.

• Masks are always encouraged when working in groups and are required in most circumstance when social distancing 
cannot be maintained.

• All research activities that involve two or more researchers should involve pre-planning aimed to minimize contact 
between researchers.

• All research involving human subjects should consider scheduling periodic gaps between participants to allow for 
disinfection and turnover of air.

While in the field or traveling:
• The critical issue is maintaining physical distance and to wear a face covering indoors.  Wearing a face covering or face 

shield is especially important whenever six foot spacing is not possible.
• During high temperatures, a face shield may be used in place of face coverings as they may cause issues maintaining body 

temperature.  Hydration in these circumstances and breaks may need to be more frequent.
• Travel in vehicles should be limited to one person per vehicle. One passenger is allowed, but both must wear face 

coverings
• If you are using a vehicle that will be used by other researchers, high touch areas of the vehicle (this includes but is not 

limited to the steering wheel, door, dashboard area, and center console) should be disinfected before and after the use of 
any research vehicles.

• Plan ahead so that you have disinfectant and hand sanitizers with you at all times
• Keep track of who you interact with at all times when conducting research off campus 
• There are no travel restrictions specific to research, thus current university travel policies apply.  Current travel policies can 

be found at: www.astate.edu/safety/novel-coronavirus/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.astate.edu/safety/novel-coronavirus/
https://www.astate.edu/safety/novel-coronavirus/
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Return to Learn Continued

Task Force: Alternative Mode of Delivery

Additional Physical Resources Within Classrooms
• Double number of classrooms able to accommodate live streaming (from 10 to 20)
• Increase document cameras for faculty to display or model items (adding 10 classrooms)
• Improved technology in additional classrooms for Spring 2021

Staffing to Support Course Development
• Addition of three course instructional materials designers
• Implementation of uniform Blackboard LMS templates to reduce student confusion
• Additional training sessions in June and July to assist faculty with key tools, including video  
recording for lecture, web conferencing tools, test proctoring and best practices for online and 
hybrid course design.

Areas of Emphasis
• Collaborating with Academic Affairs to encourage all faculty to prepare to have Spring 2021 
courses ready for 100% online delivery if needed.

• Encouraging all faculty to prepare Spring 2021 courses for potential online delivery, especially 
instructors who are classed Category 3 employees by HR.
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Return to Learn Continued

Fall Move-In Procedures
To meet the university’s coronavirus physical distancing guidelines, the following changes will be in place as students return to 
live on campus for the Spring 2021 semester.

Points of emphasis for moving into University Housing
• Student check in will be in the lobby of each residence hall.  Student will receive an envelope with key/necessary documents.
• A-State Welcome Packet will be placed on each residence hall bed. Includes: welcome week schedule, A-State spirit item, 
campus services contact information, RA and staff welcome.  

• Move-in volunteers significantly limited due to contact. Volunteers must be granted permission, assigned a volunteer date, 
and provided university guidelines prior to arrival. 

• Students are responsible for placing personal belongings in room with the assistance of up to two guests permitted in the 
residence hall. 

• Masks required for students, staff and guests in common spaces.
• Physical distancing guidelines are enforced. 
• Thorough disinfecting of common spaces.

Housing Guidelines for Spring 2021
• Limit the number of resident usage in the hall kitchen, laundry, lounges and other shared spaces to meet the social distancing 
requirements.

• Supply the community desks with proper sanitizing items. Encourage staff to wear face coverings, abide by social distancing 
guidelines and use gloves as needed.

• Detailed marketing plan (signs, texts, social media) to educate students on CDC guidelines, campus policies, and proper 
hygiene.

• Encourage RA to conduct virtual inspections, resident check-ins and programs.
• Visitor policy for Spring 2021: off campus visitors will be restricted.
• Limit the number of room change options for residents throughout the semester. 
• Increasing the frequency of cleaning and disinfecting residence halls (common spaces, hallways, public restrooms).
• Create a virtual Resident Assistant training program and incorporate best practices for engaging residents while maintaining 
physical distancing.

• Provide each student with a face covering.
• Utilize the quarantine/isolation plan as needed throughout the semester. 
• Determine if a process is needed to screen students (questionnaire) before arriving to campus/while on campus as needed 
based on state/CDC guidelines. 

• Process to identify high risk students through Access and Accommodations.
• Referred ill students to the Student Health Center for evaluation. 
• Assess the need to reassign student spaces to maximize private bedrooms/bathrooms as needed based on CDC or state 
recommendations.

• Maintain vacancies in communities (if possible) to allow for health and safety relocations. 

Task Force: Student Wellness and Residence Life
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Return to Learn Continued

Other Campus Life Subcommittee Guidance

Recognizing the challenges related to the pandemic, a list of resources to assist students coping 
with COVID-19 will be available on the Dean of Students website.  Along with addressing the 
specific challenges of students infected, the resource will be developed to assist students coping 
with a family member infected with COVID-19 or issues related to campus life modifications 
due to pandemic response.

University Housing has identified room assignments for isolation and quarantine as needed 
during the academic semester.  Students will be provided a detailed “what to bring” list to aid 
preparations for living on campus.

To assist with physical distancing and other COVID-19 awareness, Registered Student 
Organizations will be asked to submit event notifications to the Leadership Center prior to 
hosting any event.  This information will be used for review and approval by appropriate 
university personnel.  Upon university approval, Leadership Center staff will continue to assist 
RSOs with their COVID-19 compliance.

Reng Student Union operations will be modified to comply with current state and federal 
guidance related to indoor meeting spaces.  Traffic flows within the building as well as furniture 
placement will be changed and monitored.

The Red W.O.L.F. Center has enacted state of Arkansas’ guidelines related to gymnasiums and 
workout facilities.

On-campus student events will move toward compliance with physical distancing requirements 
and offer more virtual events as well as modified face-to-face events.

https://www.astate.edu/a/university-housing/covid-protocols/
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Return to Learn Continued

Task Force: Community Engagement

To complement the work done by the Leadership Center with Registered Student 
Organizations, a Campus Engagement group headed by the Multicultural Center will 
identify vulnerable populations for specific additional services such as students of color, 
first-generation students, low-income students, students with access or accommodation 
needs, and non-traditional students.  The actions taken to mitigate the pandemic may create 
new difficulties for these groups to navigate university life and remain engaged.

Formulate plans to increase access to technology and emergency funds for those students 
with specific needs from the groups identified as high risk during this pandemic response 
period.  Work with those in need of assistance to use the new guidelines.  As an example, 
assisting non-traditional students with child care and community resource options or 
assisting student with access and accommodations needs in a physical distancing world.

Increase coordination with identified community partners to share information about events 
and to identify opportunities to partner on virtual events.  This is also a vehicle to inform 
and update visitors to campus about university requirements to wear face coverings and 
health screenings when entering buildings.

The Alumni Association will identify ways to continue virtual editions of traditional events 
where possible such as the Distinguished Alumni, Young Alumni, Donors & Scholars, and 
other important recognition events.  The Alumni Association will follow protocols to be 
established by the Athletics Department as it relates to other major events.

The Cooper Alumni Building will coordinate with the university as a small event venue, 
following the current state guidelines for event hosting.
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Return to Learn Continued

Task Force: Athletics
Governing bodies of collegiate sports, working together with public health officials and institutions of higher education have an 
important role in protecting student-athletes, the student body, staff, faculty, and fans to help ensure a safe and healthy athletic 
environment as they consider the return of collegiate sports-related activities amid the COVID-19 pandemic. 

All committees are led by Terry Mohajir, Vice Chancellor of Intercollegiate Athletics, whom will continue to take the 
professional guidance and advice from the senior leadership of Arkansas State University, Governor Asa Hutchison, the NCAA, 
the Sun Belt Conference, medical professionals; Dr. Jeremy Swymn M.D. Jonesboro Orthopedics and Sports Medicine; Dr. 
Bhavesh Joshi, D.O. Family and Sports Medicine; and Dr. Shane Speights, D.O., City of Jonesboro Medical Director and Dean 
of NYIT. 

The Continuity Plan for the Athletic Department applies guidelines for the following departments and areas of concern:  
Centennial Bank Stadium and Premium Areas, Sports Medicine and Mental Health, Charles Luter Student-Athlete Success 
Center, Baseball, Men’s Basketball, Track and Field, Soccer, Women’s Basketball, Tennis, Men’s Golf, Women’s Golf, Bowling, 
Facilities Management, Football, Centennial Bank Athletics Operations, First National Bank Arena, Athletic Performance, 
Volleyball, Marketing Department, Sports Media, Official and Unofficial Recruiting Visits, Game Day Visiting Team Protocol, 
Player Run Practices, Residence Life, Cafeteria, Training Table, Recruiting Travel, Team Travel, Spirt Squad, and Marching Band.

Employees on campus 
Follow all guidelines and restrictions given by Arkansas State University Human Resources. 
In-office interactions with fans:
• All staff members entering the building must wear a mask. 
• Give the option for Zoom calls for ticket calls and share the screen for seat locations. 
• All face-to-face meeting athletics staff must wear a mask. 
• Ticket/Parking curb side pickup available. 
• No personal guest are allowed to visit employees or staff. 

Student Athletes on campus 
• All student-athletes are provided mask.  
• Restrictions and guidelines set for training facilities in the Centennial Bank Operations Athletics Center and at the First 
National Bank Arena including sanitization, physical distancing, number of athletes allowed in facilities, temperature checks, 
and several other specific restrictions in the full continuity plan. 

All tasks are subject to change based on the current conditions. At all times, the Arkansas State University Athletics Department 
will follow applicable guidance from the Arkansas Health Department and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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Workplace Scenarios

Getting to work/public transportation
If you are using public transportation such as Jonesboro JET busses or while riding on group 
transportation provided by A-State, we recommend using a face covering before entering the vehicle, 
spacing yourself as much as possible on the vehicle, avoiding touching of surfaces in the vehicle and 
washing hands and/or using hand sanitizer after exiting the vehicle.

Working spaces
All work areas are different and may require different types of risk mitigation strategies. In consultation 
with Facilities Management and Environmental Health and Safety, supervisors will assess work 
environments prior to employees return to campus to determine the best mitigation strategies.

Cleaning and disinfecting
The A-State Facilities Management custodial team utilizes EPA-registered disinfectants to clean common 
surfaces on campus.

Look for hand sanitizer dispensers located at entrances and exits of buildings, and in offices and other 
facilities. 

In campus bathrooms, make sure to use good technique and wash hands at least 20 seconds.  To learn 
more, watch this video from the CDC or go to this website page on healthy handwashing.

Beyond your own personal efforts to clean and keep common areas disinfected, Facilities Management 
has additional tools at its disposal in the event for the need to clean areas.

Using elevators
Following state of Arkansas building guidelines, no more than two people should occupy an elevator.  
They should stand with as much physical distancing as possible following the signage and indicated 
markings on the elevator floor.  Masks are strongly encouraged when in elevators as they are limited 
spaces with limited air exchange.  Make sure to wash your hands or use hand sanitizer after pressing 
common buttons like elevator call buttons or floor selection buttons.  When possible, use stairs. 

Restrooms
Use of restrooms should be limited based on facility size to ensure proper social distancing whenever 
possible. Wash your hands thoroughly afterward for at least 20 seconds.

Queues for services
All employees, students, and visitors are asked to not gather around counters or doors, and to pay 
particular attention to line spacing strategies that are placed on floors and other signage.  Use the same 
six-foot spacing rule of thumb for any personal interactions, or when entering or exiting buildings.
Do not crowd into close lines of individuals, even if using masks.

Task Force: Business and Employee Wellness Continuity

https://youtu.be/d914EnpU4Fo
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/index.html
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Workplace Scenarios Continued

Appointments for services
For almost all student service areas, please contact that office in advance to schedule a time to meet with 
the service provider. This allows for spacing of appointments and avoiding lines outside of key offices.  
A-State is investigating the addition of a campus-wide appointment scheduling program that will assist 
in managing physical distancing.  Check the university COVID-19 website for more details.

Continuing virtual meetings
Whenever possible, meetings of groups should be continued via Zoom or WebEx virtual tools.  If 
meetings are required, physical distancing among participants and use of masks is required.

Travel
The university’s travel policies in response to COVID-19 remain in place until the state of Arkansas 
provides revisions. No official international travel will be authorized, except by direct appeal to the 
Chancellor for travel that fulfills A-State’s critical research, operational, or strategic mission. No official 
travel will be authorized to CDC Levels 2 or 3 travel warning countries. Official travel to countries from 
which the U.S. currently bans entry will not be authorized. Employees are discouraged from personal 
travel to international locations, and may be subject to quarantine based on CDC guidelines before 
being allowed to return to campus.

Official domestic travel will only be authorized if it fulfills A-State’s critical research, operational, or 
strategic mission. Individuals may seek permission for official domestic travel by discussing travel plans 
with their direct supervisors, who will forward their recommendations to Dr. Len Frey via email. Upon 
consultation with either the provost or other relevant members of the campus leadership team, Dr. Frey 
will make recommendations to the chancellor, who retains sole authority to approve travel under this 
temporary policy. When traveling by rental or A-State vehicle, no more than two employees should ride 
together.

Employees or students who are authorized to travel but who have concerns about doing so shall not be 
compelled by anyone to travel.

If you do travel, please exercise caution with entering large crowds and engaging in close contact with 
others. Continue to practice social distancing and strong hygiene measures, such as regular hand 
washing, use of hand sanitizers, and covering your mouth/nose with your elbow when you cough or 
sneeze. 

Please understand that the coronavirus risks associated with travel represents a very fluid situation at 
this time, and requirements for quarantine related to different travel destinations can change with little 
notice.
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Meals on campus
Consult the main AState.edu/Coronavirus page for updates on operating hours.  Wash hands before and after eating.

Use of break rooms, common spaces
Until the university enters Phase 3, all break rooms and common spaces will remain closed.

Workplace Scenarios Continued

Campus Support Areas

Students are expected to follow the protocols for classroom safety as established by the university and as directed by their 
instructors.  Failure to comply with the health and safety guidelines during the coronavirus pandemic may be referred to 
student conduct.  If a student becomes belligerent or causes a disturbance, university police will be contacted.

Employees will also follow all safety and health guidelines set forth by the university during the pandemic, and may be subject 
to disciplinary action for non-compliance.  Instructors and faculty members are responsible for maintaining the university 
defined protocols for safety in their classroom and interactions with students outside the classroom such as office hours or other 
instructional sessions.

Supervisors have a duty and responsibility to correct unsafe conditions, and have the authority to inspect and audit the 
workplace.  It is the responsibility of supervisors to educate the employees in their area, and to enforce rules, laws, regulations, 
state of Arkansas standards, and university policies and procedures.  Supervisors are expected to coach employees on correct 
safety behavior and act as a role model that leads by example.

Students or employees at Arkansas State are required to use face coverings in all common interior spaces and when physical 
distancing is not possible.  Per Academic Affairs guidelines, instructors in the classroom are required to use face shields or face 
coverings, and students in class are to wear face coverings. Lack of compliance is considered a violation of university health and 
safety guidelines.

Campus Compliance with Guidelines

https://www.astate.edu/safety/novel-coronavirus/index.dot
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Workplace Scenarios Continued

Basic Return to Work Requirements

Online screening
Along with watching for the common symptoms associated with COVID-19, employees will be required to 
fill out an online screening when they report on campus for work each day.  The Campus Health Screening 
is located on the my.AState page.  Employees will be asked to check before coming to work and stay home if 
they have a fever. Normal temperature should not exceed 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit.

Training
Prior to returning to on-campus work, all must complete the employee checklist, and managers must 
follow existing pre-and post-return guidelines.  See the appendix for forms.  Employees are required to log 
onto their Blackboard account through the my.AState page and complete the trainings on masks, PPE and 
physical distancing.  After completion of these courses, the Office of Environmental Safety will provide each 
employee with their A-State face covering and clear them for on-campus work activity.

Mask
Keep your face covering with you as you would your phone and be ready to wear it in any situation where 
you are not in control of your space such as lobbies, elevators, and even outside.  Wear your face covering 
when in public or when physical distancing is not possible, including brief interactions.  Work without a 
face covering only in areas where you are alone in a confined space.

Hand washing
Wash hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after being in a public place, after 
touching frequently used items or surfaces, or after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.

How to Wash Your Hands the Red Wolves Way

AlonG with the
others

you’ve won means vic-to-Ry!

(THANKS TO KARA RICHEY OF 95.3 FM THE TICKET FOR THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT)
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Workplace Scenarios Continued

As An Employee, How Do I:
Let HR know I’m high risk?
If you believe you are an employee who may be at high risk as identified by the CDC and you desire to receive a reasonable 
accommodation, please make your request directly to Human Resources by submitting the form which is located on the main 
HR home page and linked here.

Can I still opt for remote work?
Under the state of Arkansas guidelines, remote work is not authorized.  Remote work is currently allowed under the special 
emergency order of the Governor of Arkansas related to the coronavirus pandemic response for state agencies.

Let you know I am ill?
Report to your supervisor that you are feeling sick, and you should stay home from work.  Individuals who are sick must not 
report to work.

What if I test positive?
You are required to let Human Resources know that you have been tested, and if your test is positive.  You are also required 
to self-isolate if exhibiting symptoms, told by a healthcare provider you should be tested, or have received results of a positive 
test. As an employee, you should report your positive test status, or your request from a healthcare provider to self-isolate, to 
your immediate supervisor and to Human Resources. As a supervisor, you are required to provide notice to Human Resources 
of any employee who has a positive case or is self-isolating, and to assist Human Resources with who the employee may have 
interacted with on campus.

What if I have childcare issues or leave balance issues?
Please see the outline of A-State’s provided Expanded Family and Medical Leave (EFML) for help related to leave and child 
care issues.

When do I begin reporting leave?
When an employee returns to official on-campus work status, either through recall by their supervisor under Phase 1 or by a 
general return to campus under Phase 2, employees will resume their regular leave-reporting practices. If they were reporting 
hours through the campus tracking system, they will also resume using Time Clock Plus when they begin their official return 
to campus.

What is the difference between isolation and quarantine?
Both help limit the exposure to people with contagious diseases, but it’s helpful to know the difference.
• Quarantine is to separate people who were potentially exposed to a contagious disease to see if they start to display symptoms 
or become sick.

• Isolation separates sick people with a contagious disease from others.

Currently the CDC and Department of Homeland Security have implemented Federal travel restrictions that may require 
travelers to enter into 10-day long quarantine due to potential COVID-19 exposure. 

To learn more about quarantine and isolation, go to this CDC page: www.cdc.gov/quarantine/quarantineisolation.html

COVID-19 related ADA accommodation requests
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has determined that older adults and individuals who have 
serious underlying medical conditions might be at higher risk from COVID-19. Requests from faculty and staff for an 
accommodation due to COVID-19 will be handled through the University’s existing Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

https://www.astate.edu/a/hr/forms/COVID-19%20Accommodation%20Request%20Form%20Fillable.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/quarantineisolation.html
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HR Policies

accommodations process. Please contact Human Resources if you have any questions regarding a COVID-19 workplace 
accommodation question or request; you may also complete the form and submit directly to Michelle Summers.
Please note the University’s accommodations process addresses workplace accommodations directly related to the employee 
(one’s self ) and their job functions. 

If you wish to seek leave related to the care of others, please refer to employee leave options below including the Expanded 
Family and Medical Leave (EFML).

COVID-19 related leave and absences from work
Employees experiencing COVID-19 type symptoms may not report to work. If an employee experiences such symptoms 
while at work, they should report to their supervisor that they are ill and should leave work immediately. A supervisor has the 
authority to send an employee home if the employee exhibits COVID-19 symptoms identified by the CDC. Employees should 
use accrued sick or vacation leave or other available leave options, which might include Expanded Family and Medical Leave 
and can be used before applying accrued sick or vacation leave.

Expanded Family and Medical Leave (EFML)
While the paid leave requirements of the Families First Coronavirus Response Act expired on Dec. 31, 2020, Arkansas State 
University will continue offering to its full-time employees a similar benefit of up to 80 hours of paid emergency sick leave 
for those impacted by COVID-19.  Chancellor Damphousse feels it is important for our employees to have this continued 
protection in place until future federal action to renew, extend, or expand FFCRA takes place.

Essentially, A-State is providing this benefit to our full-time employees, and it is the same potential 80 hours of authorized 
emergency sick leave previously available under the FFCRA.  For example, if an employee is required to be in quarantine or 
isolation, as well as for employees who need to care for exposed or COVID-related sick family members in the home, this 
benefit will replace the now expired FFCRA requirement. The EFML form can be found at this link.

We highlight one significant modification from the previous act.  During quarantine or isolation, employees may request to 
work from home with approval of their supervisor and Human Resources.

In addition, expanded authorized family leave related to child care will follow the previous federal guidelines as well.

Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
Eligible employees may be granted up to 12 weeks of job-protected leave during a 12-month period for health-related and/or 
military deployment situations (in which case, up to 26 weeks of job-protected leave are available). FMLA leave eligibility is 
not performance-based. More information about FMLA can be obtained by contacting the Human Resources Department.

Emotional and Mental Health
Arkansas State University provides access to an employee assistance program for employees and family members.  Six free 
sessions are available through the St. Bernard’s Behavioral Health Center.  Please contact the behavioral health center directly at 
870-930-9090.

https://www.astate.edu/safety/novel-coronavirus/files/family-medical-leave-request-form.pdf
http://msummers@astate.edu
https://www.astate.edu/a/hr/forms/AState-FFCRA-Spring-2021.pdf
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Return to Learn

A-State Continuity Advisory Committee (ACAC)
Continuity of Teaching, Learning, and Discovery: Dr. Alan Utter
Business and Employee Wellness Continuity: Dr. Len Frey
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Terry Mohajir, Claire Drerup, Adam Haukap, Carlos McCants, Brad Phelps, Casey Vaughn, Nick Grevas, Luke Knight, Randy 
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Kabay, Amy Holt, Simone, Rush, Chandler Stephens, Dr. Shaq Renelique, Nate Carr, Brodrick Johnson, Natalie Caracena, 
Tommy Raffo, Rich Zvosec, Rowdy Hardy, Rick Guarno, Drew LaBounty, Mike Balado, Rick Cabrera, Mike Scutero, Hayden 
McClain, Kenton Aubrey, Matt Kabay, James Diaz, Jim Patchell, Jesse Duvall, Matt Kraft, Matt Vining, Tiaan Steenkamp, 
Michael Carr, Brian Dooley, Shannon Washington, Daniel O’Hare, Matt Daniel, Destinee Rogers, Sha’hada Artberry, Kel 
Lange, Mike Hagen, MJ Desbiens-Shaw, Josh Daume, Luis Acevedo, Rachel Pollock, Justin Kostick, Thashania Seraus, Blake 
Anderson, Tim Davis, Kyle Bolton, CJ White, Santiago Restrepo, Shannon Niemier, Kierra Holst, Sarah Munoz, Steven Riley, 
Brennan Koster, Jerry Scott, Mark Taylor, Caleb Garner, Miya Garrett, Dr. Bryan Terry, Martha Spack, Natalie Eskew, Sodexo, 
Karen Melton, Paige Pauley, Matt Huckaby, and Tim Oliver.

TEACHING, LEARNING AND DISCOVERY:
Donna Caldwell, Loretta McGregor, Rachel Garner, Will McLean, Carl Cates, Anne Grippo, Gina Hogue, Cheryl Knight, Alan 
Utter, Summer DeProw, Melissa Jackson, and Jeannie Cossey
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CONTRIBUTORS Continued

BUSINESS AND EMPLOYEE WELLNESS:
Task Force Participants: David Handwork, Henry Torres, Lori Winn, Sara Walker. Russ Hannah, Donna McMillin,
Randy Martin, Jim Brown, Craig Johnson.
Information Technology Services Subcommittee: Henry Torres, David Engelken, Shane Johnston, Scott Wheat.
Timothy Cureton.
Human Resources Subcommittee: Lori Winn, Michelle Summers, Diana Corder.
Business Outreach Subcommittee: Andrea Allen, Cliff Jones, Robert Vaughn.
First National Bank Arena: Jim Brown, Jon Carvell, David Handwork. Bill Hall. Haley Stout, Mary Martin, Kirsten Grimes, 
Chris Ellington, Leighton Stout.
Auxiliary Services Subcommittee: Craig Johnson, Dave McKinney, Dan Mclain—Sodexo, Jeanie Pechilis – Follett,
Randy Crisler -  Coca-Cola Corinth, Jason Webb – Burch Food Service.
Financial Operations Subcommittee: Russ Hannah, Myra Goodwin, Brandy Hampton, Lisa Glasco, Jennifer Jasinski
Facilities Subcommittee: David Hakenewerth, Mia Sheppard-Taylor, Rusty Stroud, Michelle Brown, Bill Hall.

ALTERNATIVE MODES OF INSTRUCTION:
Annette Hux, Temma Balducci, Sarah Davidson, Wayne Wilkinson, Dakota  Maggard (student), Rajesh Sharma, 
Alexandr Sokolov, Kevin Humphrey, Jim Washam, Kevin Downum, John Hershberger.

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Admission Subcommittees:
Admission Operations: Angela Daniels, Toccara Carter, Christina Kostick, John Williams, Mallory Yarbrough, Jennifer Salo. 
On-campus Recruitment Events: Adrian Everett, Rob Gordon, Teresa Dunton, Judy Dudley, Elizabeth Rouse,
Tracy Simpson, Catherine Beaver.
Off-campus Recruitment Events: Rob Gordon, Antwanet Wade, Jenny Keller, Dena Bolar Graves, Madeline Prestige,
Natasha Neal, Dr. Jeannie Oliver.
Office Procedures: Laura Cremeens, Jordan Kelley, Matt Stallings, Kelly Carrick, Hannah Dorton, Mia Sheppard-Taylor, 
Meredith McFadden.

Financial Aid & Scholarships Subcommittees:
Counselor Visits (In Office): Dena Bolar Graves, Tonya Crittenden, Terry Finney, Cora Martin Shelby Bevly, Andrea Jones, 
Natalie Eskew.
High School and Community College Outreach: Dena Bolar Graves, Terry Finney. Shelby Bevly, Christina Kostick,
Jordan Wiseman, Andrea Jones, High School Counselors, Pamela Bowie, Rob Gordon, Tracy Finch.
Office Procedures for Staff: Tonya Crittenden, Dena Bolar Graves, Christina Kostick. Paulette Bradley, Victoria Payne,
Terry Finney.
Student and Parent Office Traffic: Tonya Crittenden, Dena Bolar Graves, Shelby Bevly, Cora Martin, Terry Finney.
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Records & Registration Subcommittees:
Transcript Distribution: Shelia Hill, Kimberly Gallo, Jarrod Mayfield, Himaja Balakrishnan, Jesse Blankenship,
Dee Warrant (ITS), Tracy Finch.
Graduation: Jodi Moore, Jarrod Mayfield, Himaja Balakrishnan, Jesse Blankenship, Karen Wheeler (AAR),
James Brown (FNB), Kelly Gibson (Follett), Bill Smith (PR), Tracy Finch.
Schedule Production and Classroom Management: Himaja Balakrishnan, Jesse Blankenship, Karen Wheeler (AAR),
Jon Carvell (FM), Tracy Finch.
Academic Policy Implementation: Himaja Balakrishnan, Jesse Blankenship, Karen Wheeler (AAR), Bill Smith (PR),
Tracy Finch.
Office Procedures for Staff:  Jamie Carmack, Sharon McDaniel, Himaja Balakrishnan, Jesse Blankenship, Pamela Bowie,
Terry Finney, Tracy Finch.
Office Traffic: Jamie Carmack, Kelly Carrick, Meredith McFadden, Laura Cremeens (EM), Ann Baker (AAR), Tracy Finch.

Office of the Vice Chancellor Subcommittees:
Virtual EM Offices: Angela Daniels, Laura Cremeens, Dena Bolar Graves, Himaja Balakrishnan, Tonya Crittenden,
Shelby Bevly, Lonnie Williams.
Environmental Safety for Employees, Students, and Office Visitors: Laura Cremeens, Lonnie Williams, Mia Sheppard-Taylor 
and Jon Carvell consulting.

STUDENT WELLNESS AND RESIDENCE LIFE
Campus Housing/Operation Move-In: Natalie Eskew, Rob Johnson, Catherine Beaver, Beth Silverthorn, Martha Spack, 
Consultation as Needed:  David Handwork, Dr. Shane Speights, Dr. Carl Abraham, Jon Carvell.
Welcome Week: Beth Silverthorn, Alexis Hurdle, Katey Provence, Emily Hope, Booker Mays, Rob Johnson, Kelly Adams,
Matt Huckaby, Natalie Eskew, Martha Spack.
Student Events for Fall: Alexis Hurdle, Elizabeth Rouse, Carol Cummings, Heather Brake, Katey Provence, Martha Spack.
Student Union/Red W.O.L.F. Center: Matt Stallings, Matt Huckaby, Tyler Clark, Elizabeth Rouse, Beth Silverthorn,
Martha Spack. Consultation as Needed: David Handwork.
Greek Life: Alexis Hurdle, Booker Mays, Heather Brake, Martha Spack.
Campus Resources for Students: Alyssa Wells, Health Center, Adam Burnette, Dominique White, Beth Silverthorn,
Natalie Eskew, Martha Spack.
Quarantine Plan: Jon Carvell, Natalie Eskew, Rob Johnson, Martha Spack.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Community Communications:  Tom Moore, Van Province.
Campus Engagement: Dr. Evette Allen, Tiffany Johnson, Dominique White, Jerrod Lockhart, Shea Harris, Amanda McDaniel.
Community Partnerships: Jessica Blackburn, Andrea Allen, Shea Harris, Carlos McCants, Sharon Lee, Mark Smith,
Dr. Marti Allen.
Alumni Engagement: Lindsay Burnett, Sharon Lee, Taylor Buxbaum, Tara Thomason.
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APPENDIX
Return to Work Checklists and Forms
The following checklists and forms for returning to work are found at the end of this document:
Supervisor Request for Category 1 or 2 Employee
Return to On-Campus Work Guildelines for Phase I & II: Checklist For All Employees
Return to On-Campus Work Guildelines for Phase I & II: Checklist For All Managers
Emergency Paid Sick and/or Expanded Family Medical Leave Request Form
Return to On-Campus Work Guildelines for Phase I & II: Checklist For All Contractors
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SUPERVISOR REQUEST FOR 
CATEGORY 1 OR 2 EMPLOYEE

SUPERVISORS

APPROVALS

Department/Office Supervisor Approval by:

College/Division Supervisor Approval by:

Vice Chancellor Approval by:

     Approved by EOC Declined by EOC

Date:

Date:

Date:

Please fill out the form below for each employee requested to return to on-campus work status as a Category 1 or 2 employee under Arkansas 
State University’s current Return to Work plans. When completed, forward this form to your supervisor, who in turn will report your request 

to the appropriate vice chancellor. Your division’s vice chancellor will submit the request to Human Resources and the EOC.

Department Name & Location:

Explanation for employee(s) return and employee names (include ID number):

Tasks employee(s) to perform:

Projects required to work on:

Requesting supervisor name:

Phone:

Request submitted to: 

If approved, Category 1 or 2 employees are allowed to resume on-campus activity after completion of 
COVID-19 procedures training online. Per guidelines, Category 1 or 2 employees resume reporting of 

leave time as of the date of their return to campus status.

Date requested for return:

Email:

Signature: 

Date: 

Once approvals are complete, this form is submitted to Human Resources.  HR will evaluate and forward the request to the EOC. 

Return to campus status activation date:

Date Submitted to EOC:
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RETURN TO ON-CAMPUS WORK GUIDELINES 
Checklist for all employees

• Cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• Muscle pain
• Sore throat
• Diarrhea
• Known close contact with aperson who is lab
confirmed to have COVID-19

• Chills
• Repeated shaking with chills
• Headache
• Loss of taste or smell
• Feeling feverish or measured temperature greater
than or equal to 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit

Employee Name: ID Number:

You cannot report to work if you exhibit any of the below symptoms for COVID-19. You will need to immediately report to your 
supervisor and Human Resources for additional guidance.  

  If applicable, pack all university equipment and supplies used to work remotely, and bring back to campus.  

Employees—please check each box to acknowledge each item below.

I have read and reviewed the Return to Learn plan 

Complete the Campus Self Check Health Assessment each day immediately upon reporting to your work station.

Rigorously practice hand hygiene, cough etiquette, cleanliness, and sanitation.

Maintain at least 6 feet separation from other individuals. If such distancing is not feasible, employees MUST wear a face covering (over 
the nose and mouth). A-State will provide a face covering to employees.  Contact Environmental Health & Safety Office for 
distribution and guidance.   

Continuously self‐screen for the symptoms listed above. If you begin to show symptoms, notify your supervisor and Human Resources 
and leave work immediately. Limit contact with other individuals on campus when possible and contact your healthcare provider for 
further guidance.  Please note that you may be required to provide a fitness to return to work letter before returning to campus. 

If you are tested positive for COVID-19, or you are made aware by contact tracing that you have been in close contact with a positive 
case of COVID-19, you must notify Human Resources immediately.

Avoid in person meetings as much as possible.  If necessary to meet in person, individuals must adhere to all social distancing rules 
including wearing face coverings when applicable.  Recommendation is to utilize Cisco Webex or Zoom.  

Wash and/or disinfect hands while at work and after any interaction with other employees, other constituents, or items in the workplace.

Maintain office cleanliness through removal of unnecessary personal items and debris to create clean counter spaces and support of 
cleaning efforts on common surfaces. If additional cleaning is needed, please contact Facilities Management.
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RETURN TO ON-CAMPUS WORK GUIDELINES 
FOR PHASE I & II

Checklist for all managers

PRIOR TO RETURN

Consider your area’s workspace, workflow, constituent flow, and work priorities to determine if there is adequate spacing to maintain 
social distancing. 
Phase I- Only critical personnel approved by the Executive Emergency Operation Committee are authorized to be on 
campus.  Individuals whose jobs can be performed remotely, must continue to work remotely.  Individuals in high risk 
categories, with HR approval, will be authorized to remain at home.  
Phase II- Critical personnel and individuals previously working remotely return to on-campus work.  Individuals in high risk 
categories, with HR approval, will be authorized to remain at home.  

Assess common spaces, i.e. conference rooms, break rooms, etc. Evaluate and develop plans to maintain social distancing.  
Communicate the procedures for these areas upon return to work.

Ensure that university approved signage is appropriately displayed at all entrances and within the work spaces.   

If an employee voluntarily self-identifies as being high-risk for COVID-19, is entitled to leave under law, or are following self-
quarantine protocol, the employee must consult with the Human Resources Department regarding possible employee 
accommodations, options for remote work, or appropriate leave.  This information will be kept confidential in accordance with 
Arkansas State University personnel policies.

Develop a plan and schedule to document on who will return based on the Phase I and Phase II guidelines.  Communicate the plan to 
your employees and ensure they understand their expected return to on-campus work date.

Remind employees, if applicable, to pack all university equipment and supplies used to work remotely, to bring back to campus. 

Remind employees to complete the Campus Self Check Health Assessment immediately upon reporting to work.  

Employees are required to stay home if they are sick.  

Employees SHOULD STAY HOME and contact their healthcare provider if they develop any symptoms of possible COVID-19.  
Below is a list of symptoms currently reported. Check the CDC website or your healthcare provider for the most current information. 
A fitness for duty release will be required before an employee may return to campus.  

Cough

Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing

Muscle pain

Sore throat

Diarrhea

Known close contact with a
person who is lab confirmed to have COVID-19

Chills

Repeated shaking with chills

Headache

Loss of taste or smell

Feeling feverish or measured temperature greater 
than or equal to 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit
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RETURN TO ON-CAMPUS WORK GUIDELINES 
FOR PHASE I & II

Checklist for all managers

WHILE AT WORK

Encourage employees to rigorously practice hand hygiene, cough etiquette, cleanliness, and sanitation.

Provide and ensure employee usage of face coverings, tissues, hand sanitizer and disposable wipes for commonly touched surfaces 
(copiers, printers, workstations).

Ensure the workspace adheres to social distance guidelines and have employees maintain at least 6 feet of separation from other 
individuals. If such distancing is not feasible, employees MUST wear a face covering.  A-State will provide face coverings to each 
employee.  Please contact Environmental Health & Safety for distribution and guidance.

Avoid in person meetings as much as possible. If necessary to meet in person keep meetings to 10 people or less and spread out as much 
as possible.  Continue to utilize Cisco Webex or Zoom for meetings. 

If an employee shows any COVID-19 symptoms while at the workplace, the employee should leave work immediately. Limit the 
employee’s contact with other individuals in the office and on campus. he supervisor should immediately notify the Human 
Resources Department.  The employee should immediately contact their healthcare provider for further guidance and must provide a 
fitness for duty release before returning to campus.

Report any known or potential employee absence due to COVID-19 immediately to the Human Resources Department for 
determining next steps and appropriate follow up. 

Instruct all employees with known close contact to a person who is lab-confirmed to have COVID-19 that they may not return to work 
on campus until the end of the 14-day self-quarantine period from the last date of exposure and approved by Human Resources.  

Discourage employees from sharing other employees’ desks or equipment and encourage them to wipe down desks and equipment 
between uses.

Encourage employees to maintain office cleanliness through removal of unnecessary debris, clean counter spaces, and support of 
cleaning efforts on common surfaces. If additional cleaning is needed, please contact Facilities Management.

Conduct check-ins regularly with employees to discuss their challenges, concerns or questions. Offer support during this transition and 
contact Human Resources for any additional assistance needed addressing concerns or answering questions.
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ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
EMERGENCY PAID COVID-19
MEDICAL LEAVE REQUEST FORM

Employees may request Emergency Paid Sick Leave (EPSL) or expanded leave from A-State for COVID-19
for the following reasons:
1. Employee is subject to a Federal, State or local quarantine or isolation order related to COVID-19.
2. Employee has been advised by a health care provider to self-quarantine due to concerns related to COVID-19.
3. Employee is experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 and seeking a medical diagnosis.
4. Employee is caring for an individual who is subject to an order as described in 1 or has been advised as described in 2.
5. Employee is caring for a child of such employee if the school or place of care of the child has been closed or the childcare provider

is unavailable due to COVID-19 precautions.
6. Employee is experiencing any other substantially similar condition.

Expanded Family and Medical Leave (EFML) may be requested for the following reasons:
• Available for Reason 5 listed above only

Please provide the following information:

Please answer the questions below that apply to the reason for which you are requesting paid leave: 
Reason 1: If you are requesting leave for Reason 1, which government entity entered the quarantine or isolation order to

which you are subject? 

Reason 2: If you are requesting leave for Reason 2, please provide the name of the health care provider who advised
you to self-quarantine.

Reason 3: If you are requesting leave for Reason 3, there are no further questions to answer.

Reason 4: If you are requesting leave for Reason 4, please provide: (a) the name of the government entity that issued the quarantine or    
isolation order to which the person you are caring for is subject or  (b) the name of the health care provider who advised the 
person you are caring for to self-quarantine due to concerns related to COVID-19.

(continued on the next page)

Dates Leave Requested (Intermittent leave is not available):

Under which of the above-listed reasons do you qualify for paid leave?

Full Name:

Job Title:

Contact Phone Number:

Employee ID Number:

Department:

Email:

to

Page 1 of 2
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Reason 5:  If you are requesting leave for Reason 5, please provide:

• �e name of the son or daughter you are caring for:

• �e name of the school or place of childcare that is closed or the name of the childcare provider who is unavailable:

• Please type your name to sign here to certify the following:
No other suitable person will be caring for my son or daughter identi�ed above during the period for which I am requesting leave.

• �is leave type pays 66.66% of your salary. Do you wish to supplement the remaining portion of your pay by utilizing your
accrued annual leave?

Reason 6:  If you are requesting leave for Reason 6, please provide additional details below:

NOTE: Leave will not be granted prior to the initial request date. 

I certify that the information I provided on this form is correct and true to the best of my knowledge.
I acknowledge that I am requesting authorized leave related to COVID-19, and that my request may or may not be approved 
pending review of my eligibility.  I am requesting paid leave because I am unable to work my normal hours due to a qualifying 
COVID-19 related reason. 

By typing my name to sign below I certify that I have read and agree with the above statements.

Page 2 of 2

Yes No

Name: Date:

ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
EMERGENCY PAID COVID-19
MEDICAL LEAVE REQUEST FORM
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RETURN TO ON-CAMPUS WORK GUIDELINES 
FOR PHASE I & II

Checklist for all contractors

RECOGNIZE COVID-19 SYMPTOMS

CONTRACTORS/EMPLOYERS RESPONSIBILITIES

 EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES

Cough Chills

Shortness of breath or di�culty breathing Repeated shaking with chills

Muscle pain Headache

Sore throat Loss of taste or smell

Diarrhea Feeling feverish or measured temperature greater 
than or equal to 100.4 degrees FahrenheitKnown close contact with a person who

is lab con�rmed to have COVID-19

Individuals must not report to campus if they exhibit any of the below symptoms for COVID-19.  �ey should immediately report 
to their supervisor for additional guidance.  

Develop a COVID-19 exposure action plan and provide to A-State for review. 

Access to the worksite and/or job trailer will be limited to only those necessary for the work. 

All visitors will be pre-screened to ensure they are not exhibiting any COVID-19 symptoms. 

Employees, contractors and visitors will be asked to leave job site if developing any symptoms. 

Provide hand sanitizer and maintain Safety Data Sheets of all disinfectants used on site.

Provide appropriate PPE (personal protective equipment) to employees. 

Individuals should maintain social distancing and if unable to do so, face coverings must be worn. 

As applicable, arrange for any portable job site toilets to be to be cleaned by leasing company at lease twice weekly and to be 
disinfected on the inside regularly.

Any trash collected at the job site must be changed frequently by someone wearing gloves.

Contractors will be aware of Arkansas Department of Health (ADH) guideline for 14-day quarantine following related to travel from 
known COVID-19 outbreak areas as de�ned by ADH 

Become familiar with contractors Exposure Action Plan and follow all elements of the plan.

Continuously self-screen for the symptoms of COVID-19 listed above.  If you begin to show symptoms, notify your appropriate 
supervisor and leave work immediately.  Limit contact with other individuals and seek guidance from health care provider.  

Practice good hygiene, including washing hand for at least 20 seconds and use of hand sanitizer. 

Wear all appropriate PPE (personal protective equipment) 

Avoid touching face, eyes, food, etc without unwashed hands. 

Maintain social distancing and wear face covering when unable to do so.

Disinfect shared tools, equipment and work spaces on a regular basis.


